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Before we start

Website: https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial

Github Repo: http://github.com/dssg/fairness_tutorial

Interactive Colab (Python) Notebooks: https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/notebooks/

https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/
http://github.com/dssg/fairness_tutorial
https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/notebooks/


Agenda
9:00am Introduction and Goals (All)

9:10am Fairness and Equity at a Systems and Outcomes Level (Rayid)

9:25am Breakout Exercise: Sources of Bias Case Study Worksheets

9:40am From Societal Goals to ML Fairness Metrics (Kit) Fairness Tree

10:00am Breakout Exercise: From Societal Goals to ML Fairness Metrics Case Study Worksheets

10:15am Break

10:30am Auditing Models for Bias (Pedro) Aequitas

10:45am Breakout: Bias Audit (Hands-on) Python Notebook

11:05am Reducing Bias in ML Models (All)

11:20am Breakout: Explore Bias Reduction Strategies (Hands-on) Python Notebook

11:40 Regroup: Report back from Bias Reduction work (All)

11:50 Wrap-up: Things to Remember and Additional Resources (All)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yLZvyNk52_HPbfhiZLXGblEQjjdxu19O?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yLZvyNk52_HPbfhiZLXGblEQjjdxu19O?usp=sharing


About us



More details on projects at http://dssgfellowship.org/projects



Privacy & 
Data Ownership

Transparency

Trustworthiness 
&

Accountability

Bias, Equity & 
Fairness

Data & AI 
Ethics Issues



Our policies and the systems we build 
need to reflect our values



How do we develop AI/ML/DS systems that 
help make decisions leading to 
fair and equitable outcomes?



Objectives of this Tutorial: Learn how to...

1. Think about overall fairness and equity when building Data Science/ML systems
2. Go from social goals to fairness goals to ML fairness metrics
3. Audit bias and fairness of a decision-making system
4. Explore bias reduction strategies



Part 1

Think about overall fairness and equity when building 
Data Science/ML systems



The goal is not to make the 
ML model fair but to 

make the overall system 
and outcomes fair



The goal is not to make the ML model fair but to 
make the overall system and outcomes fair

AI/ML 
Model Actions Outcomes



Compared to what?

Current 
(Human) 
Decisions

Actions Outcomes

Does the new system need to be perfect or can it be better than the status 
quo and worth implementing?
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World AI/ML 
Pipeline Actions Outcomes

There are (unfortunately) many sources of bias

...it’s not (just) the data

Data
(Optional)

Human 
Review 



Bias in Data Sources
Choice of Data Sources

Sample Bias (Rows)

Measurement Bias (Cells)

Label Bias



Bias in Data Sources: Sample Bias

What is the relevant population for the project and how might some individuals 
be (incorrectly) excluded or included from the data available for modeling?

Are their underlying systemic biases involved in defining that population in 
general?

Data quality might not be uniform across groups.

Assuming a fixed feature space, more data (points) to train a classifier results 
in less test errors while less data leads to worse predictions. 16



Bias in Data Sources: Label Bias

The way the target variable is defined and each data point is labeled might 
represent disparities between groups.

Differential measurement accuracy across groups (labeling quality).

A variable can be positively correlated with target variable within the majority 
group but negatively on other groups.

Police Internal Investigations for example

17



Even within the ML Pipeline, bias can be introduced in every step



Action/Intervention Bias

Heterogeneity in the effectiveness of an intervention across groups.

Discriminatory ‘overrides’ by the actors conducting the interventions.

19



BREAKOUT SESSION 1:

Sources of Bias Case Studies

World AI/ML 
Pipeline Actions OutcomesData

(Optional)
Human 
Review 



How do we make the overall system 
and outcomes fair ?



Objectives of this Tutorial: Learn how to...

1. Think about overall fairness and equity when building Data Science/ML systems
2. ML fairness metrics
3. Audit bias and fairness of a decision-making system
4. Explore bias reduction strategies



Objectives of this Tutorial: Learn how to...

1. Think about overall fairness and equity when building Data Science/ML systems
2. Go from social goals to fairness goals to ML fairness metrics
3. Audit bias and fairness of a decision-making system
4. Explore bias reduction strategies



Many Bias Measures: How do we select what 
we care about?

● Statistical/Demographic Parity

● Impact Parity

● False Discovery Rate (1 - Precision) Parity

● False Omission Rate Parity

● False Positive Rate Parity

● False Negative Rate (1 - Recall) Parity

● ...



Many Bias Measures: How do we select what we care about?



Incompatibility Between Fairness Metrics



Incompatibility Between Fairness Metrics

Prevalence
Fraction of
actual 1’s in
population

False Negative Rate
Among all actual 1’s,
fraction predicted to be 0

False Positive Rate
Among all actual 0’s,
fraction predicted to be 1 False Discovery Rate

Among all predicted 1’s,
fraction that are actual 0’s
=(1 – precision)

Chouldechova, A. (2017). Fair prediction with disparate impact: A study of bias in recidivism prediction instruments. Big data, 5(2), 153-163.



Does that mean we 
cannot achieve fairness 

in ML models?



Punitive Action Example
A model being used to make bail determinations

(keeping people in jail)



My fairness definition or yours?



Different people might consider it “fair” if:

It makes mistakes about denying bail to an equal number of 
white and black individuals.

Equal count of False Positives



Different people might consider it “fair” if:

The chances that a given black or white person will be 
wrongly denied bail is equal, regardless of race.

Equal Group Size-Adjusted False Positives



Different people might consider it “fair” if:

Among the jailed population, the probability of having been 
wrongly denied bail is independent of race.

Equal False Discovery Rate



Different people might consider it “fair” if:

For people who should be released, the chances that a 
given black or white person will be denied bail is equal

Equal False Positive Rate



Fairness Tree



Is the fairness tree “the answer”?



Is the fairness tree “the answer”?

No… but it’s intended as a starting point to help guide a 
conversation between ML experts, policy makers, and those 
affected by the decisions.

Ultimately, the choice of fairness metric(s) is highly dependent 
on context and stakeholder values.



Legal and Social Principles
Choices about fairness and equity are implicit in any decision 
process but being made explicit by the growing use of algorithmic 
decision support.



Legal and Social Principles
Choices about fairness and equity are implicit in any decision 
process but being made explicit by the growing use of algorithmic 
decision support.

What implicit choices about fairness are encoded when we say…
● Beyond a reasonable doubt? (e.g., criminal court)
● The preponderance of evidence? (e.g., civil court)
● Probable cause? (e.g., indictment by grand jury)
● Innocent until proven guilty?



BREAKOUT SESSION 2:

Fairness Metrics



Objectives of this Tutorial: Learn how to...

1. Think about overall fairness and equity when building Data Science/ML systems
2. Go from social goals to fairness goals to ML fairness metrics
3. Audit bias and fairness of a decision-making system
4. Explore bias reduction strategies



Why Audit ML models for Bias
“If you don’t measure it, you can’t improve it.”

Creating awareness among stakeholders helps promoting bias and fairness as 
main KPI.

By measuring it, we can improve the system and also evaluate bias mitigation 
approaches.



http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/aequitas/

http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/aequitas/


What do you need to audit predictions of a model?

Predictions
(either binary predicted labels or scores along with a desired “top-k” list size)

Attributes that define protected groups 
(e.g. race, sex, age)

Labels 
(if interested in disparate errors)



Bias Audit flow
Race

Sex

Age
Equal True Positive Rate

Predicted Scores and 
Labels



Get Data
Store and 
Link Data

Process 
Data

Explore 
Data

Modeling

Test
Evaluate & 

Select
DeployMaintainCommunicate



Aequitas - Bias and Fairness Audit Toolkit



Audit COMPAS using Aequitas
Get acquainted with the tool by running the COMPAS demo notebook.

https://github.com/dssg/aequitas

https://github.com/dssg/aequitas


“There’s software used across the country to predict 
future criminals. And it’s biased against blacks.”

                                                        ProPublica, 2016



Aequitas Summary for COMPAS



Disparity Chart



Aequitas Weaknesses

Assumes random label noise

Sample specific

Error based metrics are extremely dependent on group size and 
prevalence. 

Assumes fairness target is equal values of metrics and departures on either 
side are equally undesirable.



HANDS-ON:

Auditing a Model for Bias

https://colab.research.google.com/github/dssg/fairness_tutorial/blob/master/equalizing_recall.ipynb


http://www.donorschoose.com/

http://www.donorschoose.com/


● Crowdfunding platform 
seeking to fill funding gaps 
faced by disadvantaged 
schools

● Has facilitated $970 million in 
donations to projects affecting 
40 million students in the 
United States

● About one-third of projects fail 
to meet their funding goal



Case Study Setting

Goal: Decrease the fraction of projects that go unfunded

Data: Project details (resources, description, ask, etc); teacher, class, and 
school information; project donations

Analysis: Predict the risk projects will fail to achieve their funding ask 
within 4 months, identifying 1,000 projects for intervention every 2 months

Actions: Provide identified projects with expert review and tailored 
suggestions for improving their prospects

Data is publicly available on Kaggle from the KDD Cup 2014

https://www.kaggle.com/c/kdd-cup-2014-predicting-excitement-at-donors-choose/data


HANDS-ON:

Auditing a Model for Bias

https://colab.research.google.com/github/dssg/fairness_tutorial/blob/master/equalizing_recall.ipynb


Auditing a Model for Bias

What did we find?



Objectives of this Tutorial: Learn how to...

1. Think about overall fairness and equity when building Data Science/ML systems
2. Go from social goals to fairness goals to ML fairness metrics
3. Audit bias and fairness of a decision-making system
4. Explore bias reduction strategies



Workflow



How can we reduce bias in ML models?

● Fix the world
● Fix the input data

○ Remove sensitive attributes
○ Resample and/or reweight protected groups

● Choose fair models during model selection
● Optimize for fairness in model training
● Post-hoc adjustments to de-bias model scores



If the model doesn’t know the race/sex/... 
how can it discriminate?

There is no fairness through unawareness. 
A “race/sex/... blind” model can discriminate.

62
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How can we reduce bias in ML models?

● Fix the world
● Fix the input data

○ Remove sensitive attributes
○ Resample and/or reweight protected groups

● Choose fair models during model selection
● Optimize for fairness in model training
● Post-hoc adjustments to de-bias model scores



Relabeling / Massaging

[Kamiran and Calders, Classifying without discriminating, ICCCC 2009]



How can we reduce bias in ML models?

● Fix the world
● Fix the input data

○ Remove sensitive attributes
○ Resample and/or reweight protected groups

● Choose fair models during model selection
● Optimize for fairness in model training
● Post-hoc adjustments to de-bias model scores



Constrained Optimization

Minimize loss l0 subject to n data-dependent constraints li.



Optimize for Fairness in Model Training



Optimize for Fairness in Model Training



Lagrangian Formulation





How can we reduce bias in ML models?

● Fix the world
● Fix the input data

○ Remove sensitive attributes
○ Resample and/or reweight protected groups

● Choose fair models during model selection
● Optimize for fairness in model training
● Post-hoc adjustments to de-bias model scores



Performance 
Metric

0% 100%



0% 100%
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[Fish et al., A Confidence-Based Approach for Balancing Fairness and Accuracy, ICDM 2016]

Pareto frontier

Fairness-Accuracy Tradeoff



● Bayesian optimization approach
○ Blind to resource usage
○ Constraint may not be possible to fulfill
○ Tested on toy datasets, with non-standard metrics

[ref. link]

Fair Bayesian Hyperparameter Optimization 
(June 2020)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2006.05109
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How can we reduce bias in ML models?

● Fix the world
● Fix the input data

○ Remove sensitive attributes
○ Resample and/or reweight protected groups

● Choose fair models during model selection
● Optimize for fairness in model training
● Post-hoc adjustments to de-bias model scores



Post-hoc Adjustments



Post-hoc Adjustments

aka recall or TPR



Post-hoc Adjustments

“That is, to require that people who pay back their loan have 
an equal opportunity of getting a loan in the first place.”



Post-hoc Adjustments



Case Study: Post-hoc Adjustments and Policy Goals

UNMET
NEEDS

MISDEMEANOR
ARREST JAIL

worsening or failing to improve

Cycle of Incarceration



Case Study: Post-hoc Adjustments and Policy Goals

Breaking the Cycle

UNMET
NEEDS

MISDEMEANOR
ARREST JAIL

TAILORED
INTERVENTION

X







● Model was optimized for 
efficiency, not equity

● Top 150 highest risk 
reasonably balanced between 
black and white individuals

● However, hispanic and 
unknown race/ethnicity 
groups very underrepresented
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Equality of Predictions vs Underlying Disparities

Widening Gap:
Disparities Getting
Larger Over Time



Equality of Predictions vs Underlying Disparities

Parallel Lines:
Disparities Remain
Constant Over Time



Equality of Predictions vs Underlying Disparities

Converging Lines:
Disparities Decrease
Over Time





Menu of Options

Current Scale Expanded Scale

Equalize
Recall

Reduce
Disparities

No
Constraint



Menu of Options

Current Scale Expanded Scale

Equalize
Recall

Reduce
Disparities

INITIAL
MODEL

No
Constraint



Menu of Options

EXPLICIT
EQUITY / EFFICIENCY

TRADE-OFF

“COST OF
EQUITY”

Current Scale Expanded Scale

Equalize
Recall

Reduce
Disparities

No
Constraint



Menu of Options

IMPROVE OUTCOMES AT SAME
RATE ACROSS GROUPS

IMPROVE OUTCOMES FASTER FOR GROUPS
WITH HIGHER INCARCERATION RATES

Current Scale Expanded Scale

Equalize
Recall

Reduce
Disparities

No
Constraint



Expanded Scale Current ScaleBase Model





Little Equity/Efficiency Trade-Off at Current Scale

Top 150

72.7%
Precision

150
Total Count

Equal
Recall

70.7%
Precision

150
Total Count

Proportional
Recall

70.7%
Precision

150
Total Count





HANDS-ON:

Improving Fairness



Regroup: Improving Fairness

What did we find?





Wrap-Up



The goal is not to make the ML model fair but to 
make the overall system and outcomes fair

AI/ML 
Model Actions Outcomes



Things to remember

Make bias, fairness, and equity an integral part of every project: Scoping, 
community engagement, metrics, validation, monitoring outcomes

Understand how different phases of the project could lead to downstream bias

All bias metrics are not created equal - use the Fairness Tree to understand 
your problem/use case and select appropriate metrics

Audit and Explore bias reduction strategies

A perfectly fairnb model does not mean fair outcomes. Think about the entire 
system (including actions) and measure outcomes



Some useful practices

Create an environment where informed ethical discussions can take place

Talk through ethical issues at each stage of the project (instead of waiting till the end 

of stopping after the initial setup)

Consider the entire chain of data - collection to analysis to action

Consider how it affects people throughout the chain – especially the people being 

affected (and include them in these discussions)

Embed ethics into both technical processes as well as people processes



Links

Website: https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial

Github Repo: http://github.com/dssg/fairness_tutorial

Interactive Colab (Python) Notebooks: https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/notebooks/

Aequitas (Audit Tool): http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/aequitas/

Fairness Tree: 

https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/
http://github.com/dssg/fairness_tutorial
https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/notebooks/
http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/aequitas/


https://github.com/dssg/fairness_tutorial

https://github.com/dssg/fairness_tutorial


Resources



How do we scope data science projects?
More details at http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/resources/data-science-project-scoping-guide/

    Goals: Define the goal(s) of the project  (equity, efficiency, effectiveness, etc.)

Actions: What actions/interventions will you inform?

Data: What data do you have internally? 

   What data do you need? 

   What can you augment from external and public sources?

Analysis: What analysis needs to be done?  How will it be validated? How will the 

analysis achieve the goals defined above?

http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/resources/data-science-project-scoping-guide/


http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/aequitas/

http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/aequitas/
http://www.datasciencepublicpolicy.org/aequitas


https://textbook.coleridgeinitiative.org/chap-bias.html

https://textbook.coleridgeinitiative.org/chap-bias.html


Algorithmic Impact Assessment (Canada)

114

https://canada-ca.github.io/aia-eia-js/

https://canada-ca.github.io/aia-eia-js/
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https://facctconference.org/

https://facctconference.org/
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https://fairmlbook.org/

https://fairmlbook.org/


Course Materials
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Berkeley CS 294:
Fairness in machine learning

Cornell INFO 4270:
Ethics and policy in data science

Princeton COS 597E: 
Fairness in machine learning

CMU 10718/94889: 
ML for Public Policy Lab

https://fairmlclass.github.io/
https://fairmlclass.github.io/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GV97qqvjQNvyM2I01vuRaAwHe9pQAZ9pbP7KkKveg1o/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GV97qqvjQNvyM2I01vuRaAwHe9pQAZ9pbP7KkKveg1o/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnbJXELA0L3CX41MxySdPsZ-HNECxPtAw4-kZRc7OPI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnbJXELA0L3CX41MxySdPsZ-HNECxPtAw4-kZRc7OPI/edit?usp=sharing
https://github.com/dssg/mlforpublicpolicylab
https://github.com/dssg/mlforpublicpolicylab


119
Amazon Amazon Amazon (Free)

https://www.amazon.com/Jon-Elster/dp/0871542323/ref=sxts_sxwds-bia-wc-p13n1_0?cv_ct_cx=local+justice&dchild=1&keywords=local+justice&pd_rd_i=0871542323&pd_rd_r=9d7c5859-5285-4e95-b867-b8786f0edd93&pd_rd_w=FcZgO&pd_rd_wg=UYqA4&pf_rd_p=13bf9bc7-d68d-44c3-9d2e-647020f56802&pf_rd_r=P0NGPB1N9V5ZYTXNXCR3&psc=1&qid=1598288101&sr=1-1-791c2399-d602-4248-afbb-8a79de2d236f
https://www.amazon.com/Policy-Paradox-Political-Decision-Making/dp/0393912728/ref=pd_cp_14_1?pd_rd_w=SRTGj&pf_rd_p=ef4dc990-a9ca-4945-ae0b-f8d549198ed6&pf_rd_r=W0T97NHAS7JXB1XVQ6VQ&pd_rd_r=f36b1e9b-7032-11e9-8500-7b430b359b4b&pd_rd_wg=2vNeR&pd_rd_i=0393912728&psc=1&refRID=W0T97NHAS7JXB1XVQ6VQ
https://www.amazon.com/Ethics-Data-Science-Mike-Loukides-ebook/dp/B07GTC8ZN7


https://www.solveforgood.org/



Thank You!


